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Villa Tile
DECRA® VILLA TILE
As the original stone coated steel
roofing system, the DECRA® product line
represents a perfect blending of 50 years
of research and practical experience.
Offering the ultimate in performance
and engineering design is what DECRA
Roofing Systems are all about.

Shake
DECRA® SHAKE
DECRA® SHAKE XD®
DECRA Shake and Shake XD are the ideal
roof. They offer the distinctive beauty and
richness of cedar shake, while providing
the durability and longevity of stone coated
steel. These superior products are available
in a diverse range of colours guaranteed to
compliment any colour scheme.
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Tile
DECRA® TILE
Offering the beauty and style of
Mediterranean Tile and the lightweight
components of stone coated steel; this roof
adds a unique elegance to any home. With
a long-standing reputation for performance,
longevity and versatility DECRA Tile has
been an ideal alternative to traditional tile
products for over 50 years.

Shingle
DECRA® SHINGLE XD®
DECRA Shingle XD offers a classic look
that features a traditional distinctive
style, reinforced with the strength and
longevity of steel. Available in a variety of
natural earth tone colours, these colours
incorporate a subtle natural shadow,
which enhances the richness and detail of
the roof.
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Tile
Tile FR

Stone Coated
Metal Roof Panels

Shake
Shake FW

Stone Coated
Metal Roof Panels
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Slate
Slate FD

Stone Coated
Metal Roof Panels

Davinci
DaVinci FV

Stone Coated
Metal Roof Panels

Tile 2 FZ
Tile 2 FZ

Stone Coated
Metal Roof Panels
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Slate
Plus
Stone Coated

Slate Plus Stone Coated
Metal Roof Panels
World’s First Hidden Fastener
Stone Coated Slate
We’ve introduced the world’s first stone
coated hidden fastener slate profile. We
figured why look like an inferior asphalt shingle
when we can match the superior natural
beauty of slate. With hidden fasteners the
installation of an easy roof just became easier.

Smooth
Slate Plus Smooth
Metal Roof Panels
Sleek Slate Look With An
Innovative Smooth Finish
Metstar Slate Plus Smooth is a product
that is designed for the simplest and most
affordable metal roofing system possible while
still keeping an attractive look and lifetime
durability. Metstar Slate Plus Smooth can go
right over top of existing asphalt shingles,
eliminating the need for a messy and costly
tear off.
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Slate
EcoStar was established in 1993 to meet

the need for a recycled synthetic alternative
to natural slate roofing. That need led to
the manufacture of our first line of synthetic
product – Majestic Slate.

Achieve a custom look by combining multiple profiles.

Shake
EcoStar Shake tiles replicate the look of

natural hand-split cedar shakes. The tile
molds have been custom crafted using real
wood shake tiles as a template to create an
intricate texture that appears truly natural.
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Slate
MULTI-WIDTH SLATE

SINGLE-WIDTH SLATE

DaVinci roof tiles are constructed of a
composite material made of pure virgin
resins, UV and thermal stabilizers as well
as a highly-specialized fire retardant. The
result is a state-of-the-art tile that gives
us the greatest degree of color control
and consistency in the manufacturing
process and an end product that
endures beautifully in any climate.

Shake
MULTI-WIDTH SHAKE

SINGLE-WIDTH SHAKE
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Metal
Wakefield Bridge steel shingles are designed as
an alternative to common asphalt shingles, but
with the toughness and long-lasting qualities of
high-strength steel roofing panels. Metal roofing is
available in Wakefield Bridge shingles
and several other profiles.

Monteciano

Wakefield Bridge

Give your home the charm and appearance
of a Mediterranean villa Ideal Roofing’s new
Mediterranean-style Monteciano™ steel roofing
tile is designed to replicate the traditional clay or
terra cotta roofing tiles with their typical warm
and rich red earth tones, combining their unique
character, distinguished look and elegance with
the durability of high-strength steel roofing.

Security Rib

Heritage Series
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Cedar
For over a century Western Red Cedar
Shakes and Shingles have proven to be a
superior material for roof and wall cladding
which is durable, warm and resistant
to extremes of wind and weather. In an
environmentally conscious world they are
clearly the Natural Choice!

Photographs: Courtesy of BC Shake and Shingle Association
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Asphalt
Asphalt roof shingles are the most popular roofing material
used on homes across North America, and with good
reason. They are designed to protect a home through
decades of weathering with minimal upkeep, and are
available in a multitude of colours and styles. In additional
to offering a variety of style choices, asphalt shingles are
easy to install, making them an attractive option.
We offer a complete selection of asphalt shingles in
several styles, as well as all related accessory products.

BUILDING PRODUCTS OF CANADA CORP.

INDUSTRIES LTD.

CORPORATION
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We offer a wide selection of
Residential and Industrial products
from hundreds of sources.
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SERVICE IS OUR SPECIALTY

Roofing & Sheet Metal Super Service Centres
ONTARIO
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ALBERTA

www.sparmarathon.ca

MANITOBA

